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ABSTRACT 

Geometric range search is a fundamental 

primitive for spatial data analysis in SQL and 

NoSQL databases. It has extensive applications in 

location-based services, computer aided design, 

and computational geometry. Due to the dramatic 

increase in data size, it is necessary for 

companies and organizations to outsource their 

spatial data sets to third-party cloud services 

(e.g., Amazon) in order to reduce storage and 

query processing costs, but, meanwhile, with the 

promise of no privacy leakage to the third party. 

Searchable encryption is a technique to perform 

meaningful queries on encrypted data without 

revealing privacy. However, geometric range 

search on spatial data has not been fully 

investigated nor supported by existing searchable 

encryption schemes. In this paper, we design a 

symmetric-key searchable encryption scheme that 

can support geometric range queries on encrypted 

spatial data. One of our major contributions is 

that our design is a general approach, which can 

support different types of geometric range 

queries. In other words, our design on encrypted 

data is independent from the shapes of geometric 

range queries. Moreover, we further extend our  

 

scheme with the additional use of tree structures 

to achieve search complexity that is faster than 

linear. We formally define and prove the security 

of our scheme with indistinguish ability under 

selective chosen-plaintext attacks, and 

demonstrate the performance of our scheme with 

experiments in a real cloud platform (Amazon 

EC2). 

1. INTRODUCTION  

With advancements in the cloud computing, 

greater demands arise for the storage and security 

analysis. The origin of the cloud computing is 

from the development of parallel computing, 

distributed computing, grid computing with the 

evolution of virtualization and utility computing. 

Generally, the services of cloud computing is 

segmented into Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 

Software as a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a 

Services (PaaS) [1]. It works on the basis of ‘Pay-

per-use-on’ model which can conveniently access 

the shared IT resources via web modules. The 

cloud technology offers unlimited resources and 

services to manage the outsourced data. With 

further improvements, the support of dynamic 
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data is initialized. These features attracted the 

cloud users to store massive amount of 

information to this system [2]. Searchable 

encryption [3] is the stereotype of encryption 

technique which most recently studied by research 

community. It executes search operations on the 

encrypted databases. By doing that, the privacy of 

the data should be obtained from semi-trusted 

third party service providers. The cloud users are 

unaware about their data location. Thus, the client 

performs search operation over the server and 

obtains its results. Prior work depicts that the 

server’s execution from the result set of encrypted 

documents and its security parameters like data 

dimension and documents. Better the privacy 

design, better the search operation. Reachability is 

one of the parameters that depict the available of 

the resources over given time e.g. social behavior 

analysis, recommendations model, public services 

etc. The location of the user is dynamic one. The 

user’s location can notified from Location Based 

Services (LBS) [4] such as Google Maps, 

Foursquare etc. This scenario motivates to study 

about the reachability analysis of cloud data. 

Since, the data volume increases, the need for 

LBS companies are increased. In order to provide 

better information retrieval process, the security 

and privacy issues should be devised properly [5]. 

Though the concept of searchable encryption is 

examined previously, the security and privacy 

challenges are not yet accomplished. Some 

additional security index was used for the data 

search process. In this paper, we suggest a 

geometric range search process over the encrypted 

data, so as to enhance the data privacy. Geometric 

queries are the queries that deal with spatial data. 

The data is denoted as ‘points’ and queries are 

portrayed as geometric objects like triangle, 

spheres and rectangles.  

2. RELATED WORK This section describes the 

prior work carried out by researchers. Previously, 

data utilization method is performed over the 

plaintext search. Due to increase of the cloud 

users, search operation is given importance. 

Usually, Boolean search operation [6] was 

performed over the server to yield better results. 

This search fails to give better security to the 

cloud data. The data is being stored to cloud using 

‘innerproduct similarity’. Search over encrypted 

data is still in its infancy. Initially, multi-keyword 

ranked search was introduced by finding the 

association. Further, k-NN classification 

technique is used for generating the security 

index. secure index was obtained from mini-hash 

include cryptography, image processing and 

information retrieval [7]. The schema contains 

hash functions and inverted visual words. It yields 

slow performance in inverted visual words. The 

theme of cryptographic provide secure systems. 
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The method incurs higher storage overhead and 

not guarantees the security. The author in [8] 

studied about the issue of CSP towards search 

operations. Similarly, authentication model was 

also suggested the data access. Their technique 

purely works as Public key encryption. The 

computational cost of decrypting the data was 

wisely reduced. The author in [9] authorized data 

privacy systems. They defined t algorithms which 

depicts searching efficiency and privacy of the 

query. It was executed on personal health records 

of healthcare applications. It fails to support 

synonyms or morphological variants are used. In 

[10], the author suggested an alternate scheme to 

handle synonyms variants. Cong method 

drastically lessened the processing cost and 

network traffic. It eliminates the search barriers in 

the information retrieval systems proposed other 

methods named, ‘Ranked Searchable Symmetric 

Encryption’, ‘Order persevering symmetric 

encryption’ and ‘One many order preserving 

mapping Their method solved irrelevant data and 

traffic issues. It didn’t cooperate for the query 

matching. The author in [11] framed search 

method based on Identity based Encryption. Their 

method supported a single query as well as multi 

queries. Any cloud users can access the data but 

only authorized users permit to edit the data. The 

author in [12] suggested predictive based 

encryption technique that supports hierarchical 

functioning systems. It is computationally 

expensive. Confidentiality is one of the security 

parameters the encrypted data in cloud. It wisely 

makes order system. Depending on encrypted 

queries it ranks the documents and document 

having most rank will be pushed up using ranked 

method. The given method is well suited for large 

documents and also it provides higher accuracy 

and security. But for this method computational 

cost is high and protecting communication link is 

bit difficult task. the author studied about the 

attribute based encryption model. The attribute 

based model is merged with the predictive 

encryption scheme. In order to makes the faster, a 

highly secured retrieval system was framed. 

Keyword plays an important role in both attribute 

and predictive based encryption. By doing so, 

privacy of the data is assured. Still, the challenges 

like keywords refreshment, channel elimination 

and multi-keyword processing. Though it 

maintains the secret data but fails to support 

integrity and privacy design. The study was 

further enhanced and introduced locality based 

searching technique. It is highly effective than the 

hashing techniques. Since, it’s a one process, the 

resultset doesn’t meet the user’s requirements. 

The author in [14] framed a privacy preserving 

model search operation is carried out in two 

phases, namely, Ranked over keyword search, 

search over structured data. NN classification 
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urity index. The hash sketches that cryptography, 

image processing and information hash functions 

and inverted visual words. It yields slow 

performance in inverted The theme of 

cryptographic model is to method incurs higher 

storage The author in [8] ied about the issue of 

CSP towards search operations. n model was also 

suggested the data access. Their technique purely 

works as Public key The computational cost of 

decrypting the data [9] suggested an They defined 

two algorithms which depicts searching efficiency 

and privacy It was executed on personal health 

records of It fails to support synonyms or 

suggested an alternate scheme to handle method 

drastically lessened the processing cost and 

network traffic. It eliminates the search barriers in 

the information retrieval systems. And they also 

proposed other methods named, ‘Ranked 

Searchable Order persevering symmetric One 

many order preserving mapping'. irrelevant data 

and traffic issues. It The author in [11] framed 

search method based on Identity based 

Encryption. Their method supported a single 

query as well as multiAny cloud users can access 

the data but only The author in [12] based 

encryption technique that supports hierarchical 

functioning systems. It is Confidentiality is one of 

the security parameters used over makes use of 

ranking ystem. Depending on encrypted queries it 

ranks the documents and document having most 

rank will be pushed up using ranked method. The 

given method is well suited for large documents 

and also it provides higher accuracy and 

putational cost is high and protecting 

communication link is bit difficult task. In [13], 

studied about the attribute based encryption The 

attribute based model is merged with the makes 

the system faster, a highly secured retrieval 

system was framed. in both attribute and By doing 

so, privacy of the data the challenges like 

keywords refreshment, keyword processing. 

Though it maintains the secret data but fails to 

support integrity and The study was further 

enhanced and based searching technique. It is 

highly Since, it’s a one-way , the resultset doesn’t 

meet the user’s requirements. framed a privacy 

preserving model. The two phases, namely, 

Ranked over keyword search, search over 

structured data. Though confidentiality parameter 

is achieved, over encrypted data was 

unsuccessful. studied about the confidentiality, 

verifiability and security of their proposed 

algorithm. The parameter verifiability was 

achieved by performing cross encrypted data. 

They also studied about the system to provide 

privacy.  

3. PROPOSED WORK The proposed work is 

purely based on Symmetric Key Encryption 

scheme. The system model consists of three 
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entities, namely, data owner, data user and cloud 

server. The task of data owner is to preserve the 

data at cloud server, eventually focus on reducing 

the local cost. searched by the data user. The task 

of cloud server is to provide services to the data 

owner and data users. Since, the cloud server is 

semi-trusted, the cloud service is reliable. The 

learning of range queries over the private a 

challenging task. The data owner stores the data in 

encrypted form, to preserve The different 

geometric data is and then preceded in the 

ciphertext data. algorithm eliminates the multiple 

rounds of communication between server and 

client. Firstly, the points are denoted for data 

records and then range queries are determined 

from the set of geometric points. The proposed 

algorithm is explained as follows: i) Each record 

is symbolized as geometric points. ii) Given the 

input 1λ , the data owner generates the secret 

keys.  SSW. Setup (1λSK  ) iii) Along the secret 

key, bloom filters are generated and outputs as 

{m, h1….hk} where length and h is the hash 

functions. filter contains all possible combination 

of ciphertext, which is further used as search 

token. The author in [15] confidentiality, 

verifiability and security of The parameter 

verifiability was achieved by performing cross-

check condition over encrypted data. They also 

studied about the fuzzy logic is purely based on 

Symmetric Key The system model of our scheme 

is The system model consists of three entities, 

namely, data owner, data user and cloud server. 

The task of preserve the data at cloud server, 

eventually focus on reducing the local cost. The 

outsourced data will be searched by the data user. 

The task of cloud server is to provide services to 

the data owner and data users. Since, the trusted, 

the cloud service is reliable. range queries over 

the private information is a challenging task. The 

data owner stores the data in encrypted form, to 

preserve the spatial dataset. System Architecture 

Our proposed algorithm supports different and 

continuous The different geometric data is 

preprocessed and then preceded in the ciphertext 

data. The proposed algorithm eliminates the 

multiple rounds of communication Firstly, the 

points are denoted for and then range queries are 

determined from the The proposed algorithm is 

explained Each record is symbolized as geometric 

points. , the data owner generates the secret (1) 

Along the secret key, bloom filters are generated 

and } where m is the bloom filter length and h is 

the hash functions. In fact, the bloom filter 

contains all possible combination of ciphertext, 

which is further used as search token.  

IV Encryption phase: 

 Afforded with secret key SK and dataset D, the 

data owner encrypts the data as follows: BFDi: 

=BF. Init (m) BFDi :=BF. Add (Di, BFDi) The 
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eqn. (2) and (3) will processed for all data points 

and the ciphertext Ci will estimated as: SSW. Enc 

(SK, Ui)Ci  Then, the encrypted dataset is C= 

(C1… C v) Token Generation phase (S): The 

search token is generated from secret key SK and 

geometric query Q, the data owner calculates S= 

{S1…St}:= EnumerateInsidePoints (Q) BFQ 

:=BF. Init (m) BFQ: = BF. Add (Si, BFQ), for 

1≤i≤t, t points of Q. The search token, TK 

computes as SSW.GenToken (SK, ݒ (ԦTK vi) 

Search phase: Afforded with TK and C, the cloud 

server returns the search results, IQ SSW. Query 

(TK, Ci) for 1 ≤ i≤ n.Flag i  For each flag, the 

identifier Ii is added to the The proposed 

algorithm works in tree structure in order to 

improve the search complexity. By analyzing 

pattern, search pattern and access pattern leakage 

is reduced in tree structure. 

V CONCLUSION 

We study a general approach to securely search 

encrypted spatial data with geometric range 

queries. Specifically, our solution is independent 

with the shape of a geometric range query.With 

the additional use of R-trees, our scheme is able to 

achieve faster-than-linear search complexity 

regarding to the number of points in a dataset. The 

security of our scheme is formally defined and 

analyzed with indistinguishability under Selective 

Chosen-Plaintext Attacks. Our design has great 

potential to be used and implemented in wide 

applications, such as Location-Based Services and 

spatial databases, where the use of sensitive 

spatial data with a requirement of strong privacy 

guarantee is needed. 
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